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We des ribe a simple te hnique that an be used to substantially redu e the key and iphertext size of various latti e based
ryptosystems and trapdoor fun tions of the kind proposed by Goldrei h, Goldwasser and Halevi (GGH). The improvement is signi ant both
from the theoreti al and pra ti al point of view, redu ing the size of both
key and iphertext by a fa tor n equal to the dimension of the latti e
(i.e., several hundreds for typi al values of the se urity parameter.) The
eÆ ien y improvement is obtained without de reasing the se urity of the
fun tions: we formally prove that the new fun tions are at least as seure as the original ones, and possibly even better as the adversary gets
less information in a strong information theoreti al sense. The in reased
eÆ ien y of the new ryptosystems allows the use of bigger values for
the se urity parameter, making the fun tions se ure against the best
ryptanalyti atta ks, while keeping the size of the key even below the
smallest key size for whi h latti e ryptosystems were ever onje tured
to be hard to break.
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Introdu tion

Re ent results on the omplexity of latti es [1℄ have drawn onsiderable attention
to latti e problems as potential andidates to design ryptographi primitives,
and en ryption s hemes in parti ular. The two most notable proposals are the
Ajtai-Dwork ryptosystem (AD, [2℄) and the Goldrei h-Goldwasser-Halevi ryptosystem (GGH, [14℄). Other latti e based ryptosystems designed along the
lines of [2, 14℄, were subsequently proposed by Fis hlin and Seifert [10℄ and Cai
and Cusi k [6℄. While the AD ryptosystem is mainly of theoreti al interest, the
GGH ryptosystem was suggested as a pra ti al alternative to number theory
based s hemes urrently in use (e.g., the RSA ryptosystem [28℄). Two other
related ryptosystems are M Elie e's [21℄ and NTRU [17℄. Neither of them is a
latti e based ryptosystem in the stri t meaning of the term, as they uses ideas
?
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from other areas of mathemati s (polynomial ring and nite eld arithmeti s respe tively). However, the se urity of NTRU is related to the hardness of ertain
latti e problems (see Se t. 7 for further dis ussion), and it de nitely deserves
a mention as the most pra ti al of the above proposals, yielding keys of size
O(n log n) instead of the (n2 ) key size of M Elie e, GGH and related s hemes.
(In fa t, we'll see that GGH keys an be as big as O(n3 log n).) M Elie e's s heme
is based on the hardness of oding theoreti problems, rather than latti es, but
it bears mu h resemblan e to the GGH ryptosystem, and we will further disuss this s heme in Se t. 7, after introdu ing our new latti e based trapdoor
fun tion. As it is the ase for RSA, no proof of se urity for the GGH ryptosystem (or any of the afore mentioned s hemes with the only ex eption of Ajtai
and Dwork's theoreti al proposal) is urrently known, and its onje tured se urity is based on the empiri al eviden e that ertain latti e problems are hard.
In the attempt of stimulating further ryptanalyti e orts against their system
and determining appropriate key size, the authors of GGH published 5 numerial hallenges [13℄ orresponding to in reasing values of the se urity parameter
n = 200; 250; 300; 350; 400, resulting in publi key sizes ranging from 330 KB to
over 2 MB. Despite the big key size even for the smallest dimension (330 KB),
this ryptosystem was still ompetitive with number theoreti ryptosystems
be ause the en ryption time is essentially linear in the size of the key, while
modular exponentiation typi ally requires O(n3 ) operations.
At the time the GGH ryptosystem was presented at Crypto'97, hallenges in
dimension n = 150 were known to be breakable [31℄ using latti e redu tion te hniques. Still these te hniques didn't seem to apply to latti es in higher dimension
n > 200. At Crypto'99 Nguyen [24℄ showed how to exploit a weakness spe i to
the way GGH hallenges were hosen and break the rst four of the ve GGH
hallenges. As the only unbroken hallenge had key size over 2 MB, the pra ti al
value of the GGH ryptosystem (and variants) seemed quite questionable and
[24℄ on luded that \unless major improvements are found, latti e-based ryptography annot provide a serious alternative to existing publi -key en ryption
algorithms". In this paper we present one su h improvement.
Although quite simple, the te hniques des ribed in this paper an be used
to signi antly redu e the key size of GGH-like ryptosystems (e.g., those presented in [14, 10℄). In parti ular, we show how to build latti e based trapdoor
fun tions with publi keys of size below 330 KB, and still se ure against the
best known latti e atta ks. The improvement gets even better as the dimension
of the latti e grows: our te hniques an be used to asymptoti ally redu e the
key size from O(n3 log n) to O(n2 log n). The improvement in the en ryption
time is analogous, being roughly proportional to the size of the publi key, and
the size of the iphertext is also signi antly redu ed going from O(n2 log n)
to O(n log n). Surprisingly, we an a hieve these eÆ ien y improvements without de reasing the se urity of the s heme: any atta k to the new s heme an
be provably transformed into an (at least) equally e e tive atta k against the
original GGH (and variant) s hemes. The in reased eÆ ien y allows one to use
greater values of the se urity parameter than onsidered in [14℄ and [24℄, while

maintaining the s heme reasonably pra ti al. In parti ular, our te hniques give
en ryption s hemes that resist the best known latti e atta ks and still have
publi keys even smaller than the weakest of the GGH hallenges, bringing the
feasibility of latti e based ryptography ba k into dis ussion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Se t. 2 we re all some basi
de nitions and properties of latti es. In Se t. 3 we des ribe the original GGH
s heme and dis uss its weaknesses. In Se t. 4 we de ne a new ryptographi
fun tion that signi antly improves the GGH s heme both in terms of se urity and eÆ ien y. The new s heme is analyzed in Se t. 5. To be pre ise, the
GGH s heme, as well as the new one we are proposing in this paper, should
be onsidered as trapdoor fun tions instead of ready-to-use en ryption s hemes.
The reason is explained in Se t. 6, where we also dis uss how to transform these
fun tions into en ryption s hemes. In Se t. 6 we also des ribe some ryptanalyti
experiments that we performed to validate our theoreti al results. The M Elie e
and NTRU ryptosystems are dis ussed in Se t. 7. Se tion 8 on ludes with nal
remarks and open problems.
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Preliminaries

m
Let B = fb1 ; : : : ; bn g be a set of n linearly
P independent ve tors in IR . The
latti e generated by B is the set L(B ) = f i xi bi j xi 2 ZZ g of all integer linear
ombinations of the ve tors in B . The set B is alled basis and it is usually
identi ed with the matrix B = [b1 ; : : : ; bn ℄ 2 IRmn having the ve tors bi as
olumns. In matrix notation L(B ) = fBx j x 2 ZZ n g. The latti e L(B ) is
full rank if n = m, i.e. if B spans the entire ve tor spa e IRm over the reals.
For simpli ity, in the rest of this paper we will onsider only full rank latti es.
Moreover, for omputational purposes, we will assume the basis ve tors bi 2
ZZ n have
integer entries. Then, a basis is just a non-singular integer matrix
B 2 ZZ nn .
The basis of a latti e is not unique. A parti ularly onvenient basis for some
appli ations is the Hermite Normal Form (HNF). A basis B is in HNF if it is
upper triangular, all elements on the diagonal are stri tly positive, and any other
element bi;j satis es 0  bi;j < bi;i . It is easy to see that every integer latti e
L(B ) has a unique basis in Hermite Normal Form, denoted HNF(B ). Moreover,
given any basis B for the latti e, HNF(B ) an be eÆ iently omputed (see [23℄
for a re ent algorithm and a survey of previous results). Noti e that HNF(B )
does not depend on the parti ular basis B with started from, and it is uniquely
de ned by the latti e L(B ) generated by B .
For every basis B , the orthogonalized basis B  = [b1 ; : : : ; bn ℄ is de ned by
the usual Gram-S hmidt orthogonalization pro ess:

b1 = b1
bi = bi

X hbi ; bj i
b
j<i

hbj ; bj i

j

:

Noti e that B  is a basis for the ve tor spa e IRn , but is not in general a latti e
basis for L(B ). If B is in HNF, then B  is simply the diagonal matrix with
b1;1 ; : : : ; bn;n on the diagonal. The determinant of a latti e L(B ) is the absolute
value of the determinant of the matrix B . The determinant is a latti e invariant,
i.e. it does not depend on the parti ular hoi e of the basis B . If B is in HNF,
then
Qn the determinant det(B ) is just the produ t of the elements on the diagonal
i=1 bi;i . An important property of integer latti es is that if two ve tors v and
w are ongruent modulo det(B ) (i.e. det(B ) divides vi wi for all i), then
v 2 L(B ) if and only if w 2 L(B ). In other words, the latti e repeats identi ally
if translated by multiples of det(L) along the dire tion of any of the main axes.
The distan e between two ve tors v and w is de ned by
dist(v ; w) = kv

wk =

sX
i

(vi

wi )2 :

The distan e fun tion is extended to sets of ve tors as usual
dist(S1 ; S2 ) = inf fkv

w k : v 2 S 1 ; w 2 S2 g

:

In parti ular the distan e of a ve tor from a latti e is given by dist(v ; L(B )) =
minfkv w k : w 2 L(B )g. In the losest ve tor problem (CVP), one is given
a basis B and a target ve tor v (usually not in the latti e) and must nd the
latti e ve tor in L(B ) losest to v . CVP was proved NP-hard in [36℄, and it
remains hard even if the latti e basis an be arbitrarily prepro essed [22℄, or
1 
one allows for approximate solutions with approximation fa tor 2lg n [3, 9℄.
To date, the best polynomial time algorithm to approximate CVP a hieves only
a worst ase approximation fa tor whi h is almost exponential in the dimension
of the latti e [19, 4, 29℄.
A losely related problem is the shortest ve tor problem (SVP): given a
latti e L = L(B ), nd the length (L) of the shortest non-zero ve tor in L(B ).
By linearity, (B ) equals the minimum distan e between any two latti e points
minfkv w k : v ; w 2 L(B ); v 6= wg. It is easy to see that for any ve tor v (not
ne essarily in the latti e) there exists at most one latti e point within distan e
=2 from v. One an easily show that the length of the shortest ve tor in a latti e
L = L(B ) satis es (L)  mini kbi k. Moreover, given a ve tor v within distan e
 = 21 mini kbi k from the latti e, the (unique) latti e ve tor within distan e 
from v an be eÆ iently omputed from B and v using Babai's nearest plane
algorithm [4℄. (See also [18℄.)
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The GGH En ryption S heme

The GGH en ryption s heme [14℄ works essentially as follows. The private and
publi keys of the s heme are two bases B ; R of the same latti e L = L(B ) =
L(R). The private key R is an ex eptionally good basis. In parti ular, R is hosen
in su h a way that the quantity  = 21 min kri k is relatively large, so that all

errors of length less than  an be eÆ iently orre ted using R. However, given
the publi basis this same task should be omputationally hard. In parti ular,
1
min kbi k is mu h smaller than .
2
The two bases are used to de ne a trapdoor fun tion that takes as input
an integer ve tor x and an error ve tor r of length at most , and returns the
ve tor = Bx r, i.e. the latti e ve tor with publi oeÆ ients x perturbed
by a small additive error r. Noti e that Bx an be re overed from using the
private basis R. On e Bx is re overed, one an easily ompute x and r using
simple linear algebra, therefore inverting the fun tion.
A message m is \en rypted" by rst en oding m in the input (x; r), and then
applying the trapdoor fun tion to (x; r ). Two en oding method are onsidered
in [14℄:

+

1. In the rst method, the message m is en oded in the error ve tor r , and x
is hosen at random
2. In the se ond method, the message m is en oded in the oeÆ ients x, and
r is hosen at random.
For on reteness, in the rest of the paper we will assume the rst en oding
method, but most of the te hniques we des ribe an be easily adapted to the
se ond method as well.
In order to fully spe ify the trapdoor fun tion the following questions must
be answered:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How is the private basis R hosen?
How is the publi basis B obtained from R?
How is the random ve tor x hosen?
How is the error ve tor r hosen?

p

The authors of [14℄ suggest1 to take R = n  I + Q, where I is the identity
matrix, and Q is a random perturbation matrix with entries in f 4; : : :; +4g.
Then obtain the publi basis B applying a suÆ iently long sequen e of random
elementary olumn operations to R. Then the message m is \en rypted" by
en oding it in an error ve tor r with entries ri = 3, and adding it to a latti e
ve tor Bx hosen at random from a suÆ iently large region of spa e.
Noti e that in order to avoid atta ks based on exhaustive sear h, the sequen e
of operations applied to R to obtain the publi basis, and the region of spa e
from whi h the latti e ve tor Bx is hosen must be suÆ iently large. Sin e the
latti e repeats identi ally if translated by det(L) along any of the main axes,
we an always assume that the entries of B and x are redu ed modulo det(L)
without de reasing the se urity of the s heme. We an use this observation to
estimate the proper size of the publi key B and the iphertext = Bx r
as O(n2  lg(det(L))) and O(n  lg(det(L))). The determinant det(L) an also
be estimated to be 2O(n lg n) applying Hadamard inequality to the private basis,

+

1

These are the hoi es used to generate the hallenges in [13℄ and onsidered in
ryptanalyti atta ks [24℄. In fa t a broader range of possible hoi es is onsidered
in the paper [14℄.

resulting in O(n3 lg n) and O(n2 lg n) estimates for the key and iphertext size. At
this point one an point out how the parti ular way questions 1-4 were answered
in [13℄ introdu ed some serious weakness in the system. In fa t:
1. The only property of R required for the de ryption algorithm to work is that

the orthogonalized
p ve tors ri are suÆ iently long. Choosing them to be lose
to the main axes nei seems a quite pe uliar restri tion that might make the
s heme mu h weaker. Other work in the design of latti e based en ryption
s hemes [35, 10℄ suggests that rotations might play a fundamental role in
making these s hemes se ure.
2. The size of the GGH hallenges published at [13℄ are about an order of
magnitude smaller than what we estimated to be the proper size. This suggests that the publi key of the GGH hallenges had not been \randomized"
enough, making them parti ularly easy to break.
3. The same arguments apply to the hoi e of the latti e ve tor Bx.
4. Choosing error ve tors whose entries have all the same absolute value also
introdu es serious weaknesses, as shown in [24℄.
Now it shouldn't be a surprise that the numeri al hallenges in [13℄ have been
broken, but it should also be lear that known atta ks say very little about the
general methodology used by the GGH ryptosystem. In parti ular, Nguyen atta k [24℄ relies, in an essential way, on the property that all the entries in the error
ve tor have the same absolute value and is based on the following observation: if
all entries of r have absolute value  , then
s  Bx (mod 2 ), where s is
the ve tor [; : : : ;  ℄T . This allows to nd x modulo 2 and redu e the problem
of nding a latti e ve tor within distan e krk from to the problem of nding
a latti e ve tor within smaller distan e krk=(2 ) from ( B (x mod 2 ))=(2 ).
(In the GGH hallenges  = 3, redu ing the length of the error by a fa tor 6.) As
already noted in [24℄, removing the restri tion that all entries in the error ve tor
have the same modulus, immediately xes the problem, and the main question
is whether the se urity parameter in the GGH s heme an be made suÆ iently
large to a hieve se urity, and maintaining the s heme pra ti al at the same time.

+
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An Optimal GGH-like Trapdoor Fun tion

We rst des ribe a general s heme to de ne GGH-like trapdoor fun tions, of
whi h GGH is a spe ial ase. Then we show how to instantiate the s heme in an
essentially optimal way, de ning a spe i trapdoor fun tion that is both more
se ure and eÆ ient than any other fun tion from the s heme. In parti ular, the
new trapdoor fun tion is onsiderably more eÆ ient than the original GGH.
Fix a probability distribution on the set of private bases R and let  be a
orre tion radius su h that using R one an orre t any error of length less than
. (e.g.  = 21 mini krik.) We de ne a family of fun tions f ; parametrized by
two algorithms and as follows.
1. Let be a (possibly randomized) fun tion that on input a matrix R outputs
another basis B for the same latti e that will be used as a publi key.

is a (possibly randomized) fun tion that on input the publi basis B and
an error ve tor r, outputs the oeÆ ients x of a latti e point Bx to be added
to the error ve tor.
3. Let f ; be the (possibly randomized) fun tion with domain the set of ve tors
shorter than  de ned as follows:

2.

f

;

(r ) = Bx

+r

where B = (R) and x = (B ; r).
Noti e that if the input r has length less then , then the basis R an be used
to nd the latti e point Bx losest to f ; (r ) and re over r.
Therefore, for any xed and , the probability distribution on R de nes
a family of trapdoor fun tions f ; with publi key (B ; ) and trapdoor information R. The GGH trapdoor fun tion an be de ned as a spe ial ase of this
s heme when (R) applies a sequen e of elementary random operations to R,
and (B ; r ) outputs an integer ve tor x hosen at random from a suÆ iently
large region of spa e.
We are now ready to de ne di erent and , that greatly in rease both
the se urity and the eÆ ien y of the s heme. The idea is to repla e the random
hoi e of the publi basis B and ve tor x with deterministi hoi es that an be
formally proved to be optimal from the se urity point of view. In the following
subse tions we rst give some de nitions that will be useful in the sequel, then
show how to ompute the publi basis, and nally de ne the new trapdoor
fun tion.

4.1 Redu ing Ve tors Modulo a Basis
Every latti e L = L(B ) indu es an equivalen e relation over ZZ n de ned as
follows: v L w if and only if v w 2 L. It is easy to see that for every
n , there exists a unique point w in the orthogonalized parallelepiped
point v 2 ZZP
P (B  ) = f i xi bi j 0  xi < 1g su h that w L v. Ve tor w an be easily
omputed from
v and B as follows. For all i = n; : : : ; 1 (in de reasing order),

let i = hhbvi;;bbiiii the omponent of v along bi and subtra t b bi from v . Let w
the nal result. Sin e w and v di er only by integer multiples
of basis ve tors,
h
w;bi i
we have w L v . Moreover, it is easy to he k that hbi ;bi i 2 [0; 1) for all i, and
therefore w 2 P (B  ). The unique element of P (B  ) ongruent to v modulo L
is denoted v mod B . Noti e that although the equivalen e relation v L w does
not depend on the parti ular hoi e of the basis B for the latti e L = L(B ), the
de nition of the redu ed ve tor (v mod B ) is basis dependent.
Pi torially, we an think the ve tor spa e IRn as partitioned into parallelepipeds fP (B  ) + z j z 2 L(B )g. Then, the redu ed ve tor v mod B is
the relative position of v in the parallelepiped P (B  ) + z it belongs to. Noti e
that if v is an integer ve tor, then also v mod B is an integer ve tor. Therefore
the fun tion x 7! (x mod B ) de nes a fun tion from ZZ n to P (B  ) \ ZZ n .

If B is in Hermite Normal Form, then w = v mod B is an integer ve tor
Pn satisfying 0  wi < bi;i . In parti ular w an be represented using roughly
i=1 lg bi;i = lg(det(L)) bits. This representation is essentially optimal be ause
L indu es exa tly det(L) ongruen e lasses on ZZ n .

4.2 Choosing the Publi Basis

Let's onsider the hoi e of the publi basis. The private basis R we start from
is an ex eptionally good basis that allows to solve the losest ve tor problem in
the latti e L(R) and onsequently de rypt messages. We would like to transform
it into another basis for the same latti e L that gives the least possible amount
of information about R. Instead of omputing B by applying a omplex random
transformation to R, we set the publi key of the new ryptosystem to be the
Hermite Normal Form B = HNF(R) of R. Sin e the HNF(R) depends solely
on the latti e L(R) generated by R (and not on the the parti ular basis R we
used to ompute it), the new publi key gives no information about the private
key R, other then the latti e L it generates. More formally, one an prove that
any information about R that an be eÆ iently omputed from B = HNF(R)
an also be eÆ iently omputed starting from any other (possibly random) basis
B 0 . This is be ause if B 0 and R generate the same latti e L = L(B 0 ) = L(R)
then B = HNF(B 0 ) = HNF(R) and B an be eÆ iently omputed from B 0 .

4.3 Adding a \Random" Latti e Point

Let's now look at how to simulate the addition of a \random" latti e ve tor
Bx to the error ve tor r. Ideally, we would like Bx to be a uniformly hosen
ve tor from L. Unfortunately this is neither a omputationally feasible nor a
mathemati ally well de ned operation. However, we noti e that we an a hieve
exa tly the same result by mapping the error ve tor r to its equivalen e lass [r℄L
modulo L . An eÆ ient way to do this is to use the redu ed ve tor r mod B as
a representative for this lass. So, instead of adding to r a random latti e point
Bx, we redu e r modulo the publi basis B to obtain the iphertext 2 P (B  ).
The new trapdoor fun tion is then de ned as follows:
f (r) = r mod B
where B = HNF(R) is the Hermite Normal Form of the trapdoor information R.
The triangular form of B also makes the trapdoor fun tion (i.e., the redu tion
modulo B ) extremely simple. Given r, the redu ed ve tor r mod B an be easily
determined as follow. Compute the integer ve tor x one oordinate at a time
(starting from xn ) using the formula

xi =



ri

P

b x

j>i i;j j
i;i

b



:
Bx  r mod B . The reader

The output of the trapdoor fun tion is = r
an
easily he k that for every i, 0  i < bi;i , i.e., the result is the unique point in
the parallelepiped P (B  ) = fw j 0  wi < bi;i g whi h is ongruent to r modulo
L(B ).

4.4 The New Trapdoor Fun tion
We now put all pie es together and de ne the new trapdoor fun tion. Let R
be a private basis hosen in su h a way that  = 21 mini kri k is relatively big
(see Fig. 1). The publi basis B is the Hermite Normal Form of R (see Fig. 2).
One an see that the publi basis B and the orresponding orthogonalized parallelepiped P (B  ) are very skewed. The publi basis B de nes a fun tion with
domain the set of ve tors of length at most  (the shaded ir le in Fig. 2). The
result of applying the fun tion to ve tor r is the point (r mod B ) in the parallelepiped P (B  ) ongruent to r modulo the latti e. Noti e that even if we
always start from a ve tor r lose to the origin, the result of performing the
redu tion operation is a point of P (B  ) possibly losest to some other latti e
point (see bla k regions in Fig. 2 and the orresponding losest latti e points).
Noti e that re overing the input ve tor r from f (r) involves nding the latti e
point losest to f (r), whi h is onje tured to be infeasible using only the publi
basis B . However the latti e ve tor losest to r mod B an be omputed using
the private basis R as dis ussed in Se t. 2 be ause dist(f (r ); L) = dist(r ; L)  .
Fig. 3 shows the orthogonalized parallelepipeds P (R ) entered at every latti e
point. Noti e that the latti e point losest to f (r) (i.e., any point of the bla k
regions in the pi ture) is just the enter of the parallelepiped P (R ) ontaining
f (r), whi h an be found using the private basis R.

r 1 = r 1*

r2

ρ
r *2

Fig. 1.
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A good latti e basis and the orresponding orre tion radius

Analysis

In this se tion we dis uss the se urity and performan e of the new s heme.
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Fig. 2.

b2
b1

HNF basis and orresponding orthogonalized parallelepiped

r *1

r 2*

Fig. 3.

Corre ting small errors using the private basis

5.1 Se urity

We want to prove that the new trapdoor fun tion f (r) is at least as se ure as
the original GGH fun tion. We a tually prove that f (r ) is at least as se ure as
any GGH-like fun tion f ; as de ned in the previous se tion.

Theorem 1. For any (eÆ iently

omputable) fun tions ; , and for any (eÆient) algorithm that on input f (r ) nds some partial information about r with
non-trivial probability, there exists an eÆ ient algorithm that on input f ; (r )
nds the same partial information with the same su ess probability.
Proof. The proof is a simple redu tion argument. Assume A is an algorithm that
breaks f . We show how to atta k f ; using A as a subroutine. We are given
publi basis B = (R) and a iphertext = B 
r. The task is to nd
(some partial information about) r . We rst ompute B 0 = HNF(B ) and 0 =
mod B 0 . Noti e that B 0 = HNF(R) and 0 = (B
r ) mod B 0 = r mod B 0 .
0
0
Therefore B and have the right distribution for algorithm A. Running A
on B 0 and 0 we will re over (the partial information about) r with the same
su ess probability as A.
ut

+
+

5.2 Spa e EÆ ien y
We now analyze the size of the keys and the iphertext of the new en ryption
algorithm. We assume that the private key satis es jri;j j < poly (n). Therefore
the size of the private key an be bounded by O(n2 lg n). Using the Hadamard
inequality we an also bound the size of the determinant by O(n lg n), and using
the bounds proved in Se t. 3, we get that also the publi basis is O(n2 lg n) and
the iphertext has size O(n lg n).
Estimates of the key and iphertext sizes for the GGH and the modi ed
s heme are shown in Fig. 1. The estimates are based on the GGH hallenges
published at [13℄. Noti e that the size of the GGH hallenges is mu h smaller
than it should have been to assure adequate randomization. This dis repan y
might be explained noti ing the the authors of GGH applied the LLL redu tion
algorithm to the publi basis to somehow redu e their size. Nevertheless, the
new s heme results in keys and iphertexts more than an order of magnitude
smaller than GGH. We remark that the sizes relative to the modi ed s heme
are only upper bounds obtained using the Hadamard inequality to estimate the
determinant of the latti e, and the a tual sizes of the keys and iphertexts of the
modi ed ryptosystem an be even smaller than shown in the table. On the other
hand, publi -key and iphertext size might be bigger than the estimate shown
in the table if the se ret key is generated di erently than the GGH hallenges.

5.3 Running Time
The experiments des ribed in the next se tion have been performed using a
highly unoptimized prototype implementation, so we do not have meaningful

Comparison of the key and iphertext sizes in the GGH s heme and the
modi ed s heme. All sizes are in kilobytes (KB).

Table 1.

Basis Size
Ciphertext
dimension GGH New s heme GGH New s heme
200
330
32
2
0.16
250
620
50
3
0.20
300
990
75
4
0.25
350
1630
100
5
0.30
400
2370
140
6
0.35

experimental data on the running time of the new latti e s heme. However a few
remarks regarding the running time are due.
En ryption time for GGH-like s hemes is roughly proportional to the size
of the publi key. So, if the original GGH ryptosystem was ompetitive with
RSA (see [14℄), we should expe t the new s heme to outperform RSA in terms
of en ryption speed be ause of the redu ed key size.
Key Generation was one of the major problems in GGH, requiring the appliation of LLL on a high dimensional matrix with very large entries. Here, key
generation essentially onsists of a Hermite Normal Form omputation, a mu h
simpler task than latti e redu tion. Moreover, re ent progress on the design of
HNF algorithms [23℄ might lead to eÆ ient key generation pro edures.

The most riti al part of latti e based en ryption s hemes at this point is
probably de ryption. In this paper, and in our experiments we have used Babai's
nearest plane algorithm [4℄, as we believe this is a quite natural hoi e. Although polynomial time, this algorithm is very slow ompared to the linear time
en ryption pro edure, and de rypting latti es in dimension 400 (using the private basis) an take several minutes with a straightforward implementation. In
fa t, [14℄ suggested to use the simpler (but less a urate) rounding o algorithm
(also from [4℄) instead of nearest plane. It should be noted that the nearest plane
algorithm an be made onsiderably faster if the orthogonalized basis needed by
the nearest plane algorithm is pre omputed and stored as part of the se ret key.
Of ourse, this would in rease the size of the se ret key, but a relatively poor approximation of the orthogonalized basis should be enough to a hieve reasonable
orre tion radius. De ryption methods based on probabilisti rounding pro edures as des ribed in [18℄ are also an interesting alternative to be explored, and
mu h work is still to be done. However, sin e the de ryption pro edure is strongly
related to the hoi e of the se ret basis, it is probably not worth fo using on the
optimization of the de ryption algorithm until we get more on den e on what's
a good way to generate the private basis for the latti e. (See Se t. 6 for further
dis ussion about the hoi e of the private key.)
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Dis ussion and Experiments

We de ned a trapdoor fun tion f that is at least as hard to break as the GGH
\en ryption" s heme. Noti e that although the original GGH fun tion was a
randomized one, the new fun tion is deterministi . Sin e any semanti ally seure en ryption s heme must be probabilisti [16℄, the new fun tion f annot be
a se ure en ryption s heme in the sense of [16℄. It is now lear that also GGH
(whi h is less se ure than our new fun tion) annot be a semanti ally se ure
en ryption s heme, although it is randomized. The situation is similar to other
popular \en ryption" fun tions, like RSA: also RSA is a deterministi fun tion,
and therefore annot be a semanti ally se ure en ryption s heme if dire tly applied to the message. In fa t, en rypting with RSA usually involves padding the
message with some random bits, or applying some other randomized pro edure.
In fa t, standard te hniques an be used to turn trapdoor fun tions into
semanti ally se ure en ryption s hemes. In the seminal paper [16℄ Goldwasser
and Mi ali showed that if h is a hard- ore predi ate for a trapdoor fun tion f ,
then E (b; r) = (f (r); h(r)  b) is a semanti ally se ure en ryption fun tion for one
bit messages b 2 f0; 1g. Hard- ore predi ates from any one-way (or trapdoor)
fun tion an be easily onstru ted following [37, 15℄, giving a rst theoreti al
onstru tion of a semanti ally se ure ryptosystem. The onstru tion is easily
generalized to hard- ore fun tions. Namely, if h is a hard- ore fun tion for f ,
then E (m; r) = (f (r); h(r)  m) is a semanti ally se ure en ryption s heme for
messages of length equal to the output size of h. Pra ti al instantiations of this
s heme an be obtained in the random ora le model [5℄, simply observing that
random ora les are hard- ore fun tions for any one-way fun tion. See [5℄ also
for simple onstru tions (still in the random ora le model) a hieving se urity
against hosen iphertext atta ks [27℄. The onstru tions in [5℄ have also been
re ently extended in [26, 11, 12℄ to allow for probabilisti trapdoor fun tions, but
these extensions are not required be ause our trapdoor fun tion is deterministi .
A problem that needs further investigation is how to hoose the private basis
R. In the GGH pryptosystem R was hosen as the sum of a multiple of the
identity matrix nI plus a perturbation matrix Q with small entries qi;j 2
f 4; : : :; +4g. It is not lear why one should prefer this probability distribution
to other distributions, and in fa t we think that dis losing the approximate
dire tion of the ve tors bi might a tually weaken the system. At this point of
our resear h, we believe it is better to leave the set of matri es from whi h R is
hosen as big as possible. A possible way to hoose R is2 to hoose ea h entry at
random in the interval f n; : : :; ng. It turns out that random matri es are pretty
good on average [8℄ and running the LLL algorithm [19℄ on them rapidly yields
matri es R with relatively large orre tion radius  = mini kri k = O(n). On the
other hand, if one applies the LLL basis redu tion algorithm to the publi basis
B = HNF(R), although this time LLL takes a mu h longer time to terminate,
the orre tion radius obtained is mu h smaller even in relatively low dimension.
2

Similar distributions on R were already onsidered in [14℄, thought not used in the
onstru tion of the hallenges [13℄.

In Fig. 4 we show some preliminary experimental results obtained running the
LLL algorithm on random matri es, and their Hermite normal forms. We observe
that random matri es give a orre tion radius approximately equal to n=2, while
running the LLL algorithm on the Hermite Normal Forms of the same matri es
results in a orre tion radius that approa hes zero as the dimension of the latti e
grows.
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Corre tion radius obtained applying the LLL algorithm to random matri es
and their Hermite Normal Forms.

Fig. 4.

These preliminary data learly show that applying the HNF algorithm redu es the e e tiveness of latti e redu tion. Still, the plot in Fig. 4 is not lear
eviden e of the in reased se urity of the s heme for various reasons: rst of all
better result an be a hieved using more sophisti ated basis redu tion algorithms
(e.g., [29, 30, 32℄) than LLL. Moreover, the orre tion radius is only a worst ase
measure of the quality of a basis. It is still possible that the HNF basis allows
to re over from most small errors.
To support our laim that the modi ed s heme is se ure against the strongest
latti e atta ks we performed the following experiment. We generated a private
basis R in dimension 400  400 by hoosing ea h entry at random in the interval
f 400; : : :; +400g. After running the fast LLL redu tion algorithm, the orre -

tion radius of the random matrix was  = 340. The publi basis B = HNF(R)
had size 260 KB. Noti e that although the size of B is even smaller than the
rst GGH hallenge (whi h was about 330 KB), our theoreti al analysis suggests
that the new fun tion should still be se ure be ause the underlying latti e has
mu h higher dimension.
We then generated random error messages r hoosing ea h entry at random
in the interval f 28; : : :; +28g and omputed the iphertexts = r mod B . The
size of was around 800 B. The error ve tor had length 320 (i.e. less than the
orre tion radius) and ould be orre tly re overed from using R. We then
tried to re over r using the publi basis B .
Following [24℄, we rst applied a strong basis redu tion algorithm (Blo k
Korkine-Zolotarev redu tion [29℄ with blo k size 20, as implemented in Vi tor
Shoup's Number Theory Library [33℄) to the publi basis B to obtain a redu ed
basis G. The omputation took over 10 days on a 700 MHz Pentium III workstation. Still the orre tion radius was only 6:77. Finally, we applied the \embedding
te hnique" (see [24℄) to re over r from and G using the Blo k KZ redu tion
algorithm with blo k size 60 and pruning fa tor 14 [32℄. The lear-text ould
not be re overed, and even after several days of omputation the best latti e
ve tor found by the atta k was 500; 000 away from the target, over three orders
of magnitude worse than the optimal solution krk = 320.
Previous ryptanalyti results [24℄ warn to be autious about the se urity of
the ryptosystem, and dimension n = 400 should be onsidered only borderline
se ure. In fa t we suggest the dimension should be at least n  500, but only
after areful ryptanalysis the minimum dimension for whi h the system is se ure
in pra ti e an be determined.
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Other

ryptosystems

In this se tion we dis uss the M Elie e and NTRU ryptosystems, and ompare
them to the general s heme presented in this paper.

7.1 Comparison with the M Elie e Cryptosystem
In 1978, M Elie e [21℄ suggested a \ ryptosystem" based on the hardness of
oding problems that in retrospe t is very similar to the GGH ryptosystem.
The proposal is to use as a se ret key the generating matrix G of a Goppa ode,
together with a random permutation matrix P and a random invertible matrix
S (over GF(2)). The publi key is given by the produ t G0 = P GS . Then the
trapdoor fun tion is de ned by f (x; r ) = G0 x r (all arithmeti performed
over GF(2)), where x is a random binary ve tor, and r is hosen at random
among the binary ve tors with small Hamming weight. Let = G0 x r be
the output of the trapdoor fun tion. Using the se ret key, we an rst ompute
the permuted target P 1 = GS + P 1 r . Then we an orre t from the small
error P 1 r using the de oding algorithm for Goppa odes, retrieving odeword
G(Sx). Finally, we an ompute x from Sx solving a system of linear equations

+

+

over GF(2). Noti e that this is essentially the same of the GGH ryptosystem
with the message m en oded in the oeÆ ients of the latti e ve tor. A variant
of M Elie e ryptosystem roughly orresponding to en oding the message in the
error ve tor has also been proposed [25℄ and the two are known to be equivalent
[20℄. Interestingly, essentially the same te hniques presented in this paper for
latti es, an also be used for odes (e.g., they an be applied to [21, 25℄ and many
of their variants). Here instead of the Hermite normal form, we use systemati
form for the publi ode G0 . If [I jH ℄T is the systemati generating matrix, then
the trapdoor fun tion is given by f (x; y ) = y H T x, where x and y have total
weight less than the orre tion radius of the ode. However, the advantage of
this transformation for odes is not as good as in the latti e ase, giving only a
onstant (typi ally a fa tor 2) improvement over the original M Elie e s heme.
A detailed omparison of latti e and oding based ryptosystems is beyond
the s ope of this paper. However, an apparent advantage of oding based s hemes
is a potentially smaller publi key: sin e the matrix de ning the ode has f0; 1g
entries, the size of the publi key is only O(n2 ), as opposed to O(n2 log n). Of
ourse, this kind of omparisons is not ne essarily meaningful if we rst do not
a hieve a better understanding of the relation between the hardness of latti e and
oding problems. For example, if de oding binary linear odes in dimension n is
easier than breaking latti es in the same dimension, then for a fair omparison
of the two s hemes one should use di erent values of the se urity parameter. In
fa t, the original M Elie e s heme [21℄ was already proposing odes with blo klength n = 1024, and re ent ryptanalyti work [7℄ shows that even this large
dimension might be insuÆ ient. Interestingly, the nearest odeword problem for
binary (or ternary) odes an be eÆ iently redu ed to the losest ve tor problem
over the integers: in order to nd the odeword Cx losest to y , look for a latti e
ve tor in [C j2I ℄ losest to y . This suggests that latti e problems might be harder
than oding problems, at least for the binary ase. For larger alphabets, the
relation between odes and latti es is less lear. However, if large alphabets are
used, then the publi key size for ode based ryptosystems would in rease.
For example, if Reed-Solomon odes were used, then the alphabet size would
be n, giving keys of total size O(n2 log n), mat hing the asymptoti key size of
latti e based ryptosystems. (Here Reed-Solomon odes are just an hypotheti al
example, as these odes are known not to be se ure [34℄.) We hope that our work
will stimulate further investigations on the relation between latti e and oding
problems.

7.2 The NTRU ryptosystem
NTRU is a ryptosystem based on polynomial ring arithmeti s proposed by Ho stein, Pipher and Silverman in [17℄. The system works essentially as follows. Let
n; p; q be system parameters where n is a se urity parameter (say n = 200), p is
a small prime (say, p = 3) and q is a relatively large prime (tipi ally q = (n)).
The se ret key is a pair of degree n 1 polynomials a(X ); b(X ) 2 ZZ [X ℄ with
small oeÆ ients, su h that a(X ) is invertible modulo (X n 1; pq ). The publi
key is given by (X ) = p  g (X )=f (X ) mod (X n 1; q ). The en ryption fun tion

takes as input two polynomials m(X ); r(X ) 2 ZZ [X ℄=(X N 1) with small oefients (the rst interpreted as a message, and the se ond as a randomizer), and
outputs (X )  r(X ) + m(X ) mod (X n 1; q ). (For the de ription pro edure, as
well as a more detailed des ription of the system, see the original arti le [17℄.) As
for the GGH and the M Elie e ryptosystem, NTRU does not provide semanti
se urity, so it is better des ribed as a deterministi trapdoor fun tion, instead
of a full edged probabilisti ryptosystem. Interestingly, this fun tion an be
formulated in terms of latti es as follows. Consider the latti e generated by the
2n  2n matrix

I C
I

0

where C is the n  n matrix whose rows are given by all
P y li permutations
of the oeÆ ients [ 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n 1 ℄ of polynomial (X ) = ni=0 i X i , i.e., C i;j =
(j i mod n) . Noti e that this publi basis is in Hermite normal form. Moreover,
it is easy to see that the output (X )r(X ) + m(X ) of the trapdoor fun tion is
exa tly the result of redu ing ve tor [mn 1 ; : : : ; m0 ; rn 1 ; : : : ; r0 ℄T modulo
the publi latti e basis. So, when viewed as a latti e based trapdoor fun tion,
NTRU has the same high level stru ture of the fun tions des ribed in this paper:
the publi key is an HNF latti e basis, and the fun tion is omputed redu ing
small \error" ve tor modulo the publi basis. What sets NTRU apart from all
other latti e based fun tions is the use of a lass of latti es with spe ial stru ture:
onvolutional modular latti es. While the se urity o ered by this lass of latti es
is still largely to be investigated, the performan e advantage is lear: as the HNF
basis an be represented by only n (log n)-bit numbers, the publi key is mu h
smaller than those obtained using general latti es whi h require (n2 log n) bits.
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Con lusion

We presented a new trapdoor fun tion based on the hardness of latti e problems. The trapdoor fun tion an be transformed into a full edged en ryption
algorithm using standard te hniques [16, 5℄. The new fun tion an be formally
proved to be at least as se ure as any other fun tion from a general s heme to
design latti e based trapdoor fun tions that in ludes the GGH trapdoor fun tion [14℄ and the tensor based trapdoor fun tion [10℄ as spe ial ases. Moreover,
the new fun tion substantially improves previous proposals from the eÆ ien y
point of view: for the same level of se urity the new fun tion redu es both the
time and spa e requirements by a fa tor O(n). The improved eÆ ien y allows
to use bigger values of the se urity parameter while maintaining the s heme
reasonably pra ti al. One last advantage of the new s heme is simpli ity. While
previous s hemes omputed the publi key and fun tion values using a substantial amount of randomness, in the new fun tion these operations are substituted
by simple deterministi pro edures. This is important both from the theoreti al
and pra ti al point of view, be ause it makes the algorithms easier to implement
and also easier to analyze.

At this point the main question about latti e based ryptography is how to
hoose the private key, i.e., nding families of easily de odable latti es for whi h
de oding be omes infeasible when the latti e is presented in Hermite normal
form. We believe that in order to be really ompetitive with RSA, key sizes
even smaller than those a hieved in this paper would be desirable. However, the
publi key size annot be further redu ed unless one onsiders lasses of latti es
with spe ial stru ture. (A simple ounting argument shows that the number of
latti es in a ertain dimension is exponential in the bit-size representation of their
Hermite normal forms, so the HNF representation is essentially optimal if one
onsiders arbitrary latti es.) The sear h for easily de odable latti es for whi h
de oding is hard when the latti e is presented in Hermite normal form be omes
parti ularly interesting if one ould nd spe ial lasses of hard latti es that have
small HNF representation. We observed that one su h family of latti es is given
by the NTRU trapdoor fun tion. Again, the main question is se urity. Are the
onvolutional modular latti es used by NTRU really hard to de ode? We hope
that our work will stimulate further resear h on the omputational omplexity
of de oding this and other lasses of latti es.
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